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Mutton Cloth
Coloured Cloth: For use in wiping up small spilages, grease, oil. 
This is a coarse grade. It is not suitable for polishing.
This comes in pack sizes 800 gramme and 2Kg

White Cloths: General Purpose white high grade suitable for 
many purposes including polishing.
This comes in pack sizes 800 gramme, 2Kg and 5Kg

Solvent Wiping Cloths
MOVNWSW: Movac Own Brand Blue Non Woven Solvent Wiper 
Cloth. These cloths containing latex are sometimes referred to as 
Pizza Pack or Crowsfoot cloths. These are used extensively to 
degrease panels.
This comes in a pack of 500 sheets per roll.

3M34567: 3M Premium Non Woven Cloth in dispenser pack is a 
white strong wiper designed for precleaning and degreasing.
This comes in a pack of 400 sheets

MOL197160  TORK606 TOPPAK
These precleaning cloths are lint free with excellent absorption of 
both water and solvent.
These come in a pack of 150 sheets or on a roll 400 sheets.
Part number:MOL197168

Polishing Cloths
MOVWPC: 50 gramme White Spun laced non woven polishing 
cloth, ideal for polishing, valeting, and compounding.
This comes in a pack of 400 sheets per roll.

MOVPREM4CLOTH: A non woven white Polishing cloth with a 
holed textured and look, giving it excellent absorption properties.
This comes in a 5Kg pack of cut sheets

MOVSUP905; This brand new cloth, is strong, absorbent and 
versatile. Suitable for glass, polishing, valeting and plastics.
This comes in a 3Kg pack of cut sheets

MOVMFC; Movac’s own brand microfibre cloth is designed for 
polishing and ideal for bodyshop and valeting work.
Sold singly

MOVMARCLOTH: This high quality zero lint cloth is perfect tor 
high gloss finishes.
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Polishing Cloths cont’d
FARFC: Farecla branded Microfibre yellow cloth. designed to 
remove compound and polish from surfaces. Made from a sealed 
ribbon material which gives it excellent pick up qualities
This comes in a pack of 3 cloths.

3M 60668: Multi coloured ribbon material cloth for polishing and  
compound removal, as well as glass cleaning. 
Use a different colour for each job eg. Green, Blue, Yellow.
Comes in a pack of 3 cloths of each colour or one of each.

3M 34568: Soft supple white cloth with good absorbency. 
Low linting characteristic, and low static.
Comes in a box with 275 sheets per box.

3M 50400: Ultrafine yellow polishing cloth. 
Re-Useable and washable. Comes in singles

MOL197170:High performance wiper with hole structure for 
holding dirt and compounds. Low linting,low static characteristic.
Comes in a top pak box with 150 sheets per box.

MOL197178:High performance wiper with hole structure for hold-
ing dirt and compounds. Low linting characteristic, and low static.
Comes in a pak holder box with  400 sheets on a roll

MOL197168:High performance wiper . Low linting characteristic, 
and low static.
Comes in a pak holder box with  400 sheets on a roll

MOVWCS1:High performance white cotton sheeting for wiping 
and genral polishing or cleaning.
Comes in a 5Kg box.

General use Wipers
MOVMPW: Movac Own Brand 2PLY highly absorbent general 
wiper in blue. It has a smooth side and a “bobbled” side for picking 
up dirt. Fits some dispensers.
This comes in a roll 160M x 255M.

MOVGPW6: Movac Own Brand 2PLY blue paper tissue. ideal for 
general purpose wiping including spills, wiping paint sticks  or as a 
low cost hand wiper.
This comes in a pack of 6 ROLLS. Each roll is 150M

MOVWS1: Movac Own Brand 100% Cotton hosiery for genral 
use. Low lint wiper for most purposes.
This comes in a 5Kg Box.

MOVCCH1: Movac Own Brand Coloured cotton hosiery for gen-
eral use in Industry. This comes in a 5Kg Box.

MOVBAGARAG: Movac Own Brand Cotton flanalette rags for 
general wiping in Industry and workshops. Not recommended for 
polishing or final finishes as cannot be guaranteed metal free, 
although it has been scanned. This comes in a 10Kg Bag.
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General use Wipers cont’d

MOL130041: (A-Tork) Versatile wiper, strong suitable for hand cleansers. 
Wipes machinery absorbs on contact.
This comes on a roll of 800 sheets.

MOL130042: Tork 505. General workshop wiper. Strong embossed paper 
wipe for rapid absorption. Ideal for spills , hands and general cleaning.
This comes in a Box of 650 sheets.

MOL130073: General workshop wiper. Strong embossed paper wipe for 
rapid absorption
This comes in a Box of 450 sheets.

MOL132476: Toppak variant folded blue wipers for mechanics.
This comes in a Box of 120 sheets.

MOL130052: Tork Advanced blue wiper. 2Ply, strong and absorbent. 
Efficient, economical wiper used in industry and food processing.
This comes in a roll of 450 sheets.

Hand Wipes
MOL101220: Mini Tork PLUS, twin ply general purpose wiper, centre fed 
for use with a dispenser in washrooms and toilets etc. Blue.
This comes in a roll of 200 sheets.

MOL101240: M Tork Plus. Twin ply hand wipe, highly absorbent, hygenic 
and dispensable. White
This comes in a roll of 450 sheets.

MOL128208: MTork standard blue single ply hand wipes for use in 
washrooms and toilets.This comes in a roll 320M x 21cm.
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